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a b s t r a c t

Web search engines (WSEs) are basic tools for finding and accessing data in the Internet.
However, they also put the privacy of their users at risk. This happens because users
frequently reveal private information in their queries. WSEs gather this personal data
and build user profiles which are used to provide personalized search (PS). PS improves
the users’ search results and, hence, it is a key element for the successfulness of WSEs:
the entity that offers the best searching experience should attract more users. Neverthe-
less, profiles can also be used in an improper way by WSEs or they can be stolen by attack-
ers. This situation requires privacy-preserving schemes able to handle from simple queries
(one single term) to complex queries (several words with or without relation). Generally,
these systems generate and submit inaccurate queries in order to provide privacy, but
these queries must be carefully built in order to keep the usefulness of the user profiles.
Current literature does not address the generation of privacy-preserving and useful
complex queries. Therefore, this paper presents a new scheme that generates distorted
user queries from a semantic point of view in order to preserve the usefulness of user pro-
files. Besides, linguistic analysis techniques are used to properly interpret complex queries
performed by users and generate new semantically-related ones accordingly. The perfor-
mance of the new scheme is evaluated in terms of semantic preservation of new queries,
privacy level and runtime. A set of query logs taken from real users and compiled by
AOL is used as test data.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Web search engines (WSEs) – e.g. Google or Bing among others – are essential tools in order to find specific data on the
Internet. Everybody is aware of the vast volume of information which is hold by the virtual world and how fast it grows.

WSEs present their search results using several result pages (web pages containing links to the resulting data). Studies
show that 68% of the users click a search result within the first page of results and 92% of the users click a result within
the first three pages of search results [16]. As a consequence of that, WSEs are interested in ordering the search results (spe-
cifically, the links connected to them). This is done according to two factors:

� Purchased positions. Companies looking for visibility (i.e. advertising for the goods or services that they offer) can purchase
a better position in the ranked result pages as a service offered by WSEs.
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� Better user experience. WSEs put in the first result pages the links which are more interesting for the users. This is an indi-
rect source of revenues: the WSE that offers the best experience should attract more users and companies are expected to
choose the most popular WSE to place their advertisements.

An example of the first factor (purchased positions) is Google AdWords [12]. In this scheme, advertisers select the words
that should trigger their advertisements. When a user searches on Google, advertisements for relevant words are shown as
‘‘sponsored links’’ in the search results page. This process is quite simple and it can be straightforwardly deployed.

The second factor is more complicated: it is not easy to know the interests of the users. The word ‘‘Mercury’’ is an example
of this situation: this term can refer to the planet Mercury or to an element in the periodic table. The concept disambiguation
represents the process of identifying the correct sense when a certain word has different ones. Personalized search (PS)
[33,40,45,60] uses it in order to provide personalized results to users.

The disambiguation process requires knowledge of: (i) the interests of the user or (ii) the query context. Both can be ob-
tained from the user profile. For example, if the user profile contains ‘‘Astronomy’’ among the interests, the WSE will assume
that ‘‘Mercury’’ refers to the planet Mercury and not to the element in the periodic table.

User profiles can be build using several tools: [48] proposes the use of the browsing history. In [36], the authors use click-
though data. Two schemes presented in [46,38] consider the use of web communities for this purpose. A client side appli-
cation which stores users’ interests is presented in [52]. Finally, some schemes [46,14] use the search queries which have
been previously submitted by the users. WSEs generally use this last approach because it is very effective and it profiles
the users without their collaboration.

The use of profiles enables the WSEs to offer a better user experience. Nevertheless, this interesting feature is not pro-
vided without cost: profiles built from search queries contain personal information which can univocally identify their own-
ers. In this way, the authors in [19] study the application of simple classifiers to map a sequence of queries into the gender,
age, and location of the user issuing the queries. Then, they show how these classifiers may be carefully combined at multi-
ple granularities to map a sequence of queries into a set of candidate users that is 300–600 times smaller than random
chance would allow. This paper shows that the proposed approach remains surprisingly accurate even after removing per-
sonally identifiable information such as names, digits and places or limiting the size of the query log. The results of this paper
explain the privacy concerns raised by the AOL scandal [2]: in this incident, Thelma Arnold, user of the AOL’s WSE, was iden-
tified by her searches submitted over a 3-month period.

WSEs store complete profiles that contain sensible information about their users. Nevertheless, users are generally not
aware of this behavior. This improper acquisition of personal information affects them in two different ways:

� The big Internet companies sell user profiles to law enforcement agencies. For example, AOL handles nearly 1000 requests
each month for information in criminal and civil cases [15]. Facebook receives between 10 and 20 requests for this kind of
information each day [49]. Recently, the Yahoo Compliance Guide for Law Enforcement was disclosed. This document
specifies that Yahoo charges the government about 30–40$ for the contents, including e-mail, of a subscriber’s account
and 40–80$ for the contents of a Yahoo group [61]. Therefore, user profiles represent a source of revenues for WSEs.
Nevertheless, the users (the real owners of that information) usually get no income from this item.
� Profiles provide valuable information, hence, attackers are motivated to steal them and get diverse benefits. Therefore,

WSEs are responsible for storing user profiles in a secure place and applying access control measures to that content.
The AOL scandal [2], which have been explained above, proves that WSEs do not always fulfill these requirements. In that
particular case, 20 million queries made by 658,000 users were publicly disclosed by employees of the company itself.

Both points show that users should prevent the WSEs from storing and using their profiles in an uncontrolled way. How-
ever, profiles are needed in order to provide an efficient service to the users. Thus, allowing the WSEs to only profile them in
an inaccurate way may be a proper solution that addresses these two issues. This implies that the resulting profile might be
detailed enough to allow the personalized search feature but inaccurate enough to avoid the disclosure of personal informa-
tion considered risky.

As explained above, in the WSE scenario, users are generally profiled based on their search queries. Therefore, a straight-
forward way of obtaining inaccurate profiles is to submit imprecise queries to the WSE. The level of inaccuracy of these que-
ries directly affects the resulting profile. In this way, queries about topics which are far away from the real interests of the
user should generate a heavily distorted profile. On the other hand, queries about general contents which are related to her
true interests should produce a more general but still useful profile.

In addition to the trade-off between quality of service and privacy, the kind of queries which are submitted by the users
have to be considered too. Generally, a query can contain from one single word up to several words. The latter is the worst
case because there is no pattern that defines the structure of a query: sometimes it can be a quite accurate sentence but in
other cases it can be some words together which make no sense at all. We name this kind of queries as complex queries. Pri-
vacy-preserving mechanisms should be able to deal with complex queries in order to be usable in a real scenario because
they are usually used by the users of WSEs [1].

Finally, it is worth to mention that the privacy issues related to the users of WSEs also affect companies and their employ-
ees. In this way, the work presented in [34] introduces the concern of confidentiality protection of business information for
the publication of search engine query logs and derived data.
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